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ABSTRACT: We have found significant entropy-enthalpy com-
pensation for the transfer of a diverse set of two-state folding
proteins from water into water containing a diverse set of
cosolutes, including osmolytes, denaturants, and crowders. In
extracting thermodynamic parameters from experimental data, we
show the potential importance of accounting for the cosolute
concentration-dependence of the heat capacity change upon
unfolding, as well as the potential importance of the temper-
ature-dependence of the heat capacity change upon unfolding. We
introduce a new Monte Carlo method to estimate the experimental
uncertainty in the thermodynamic data and use this to show by
bootstrapping methods that entropy-enthalpy compensation is
statistically significant, in spite of large, correlated scatter in the
data. We show that plotting the data at the transition midpoint provides the most accurate experimental values by avoiding
extrapolation errors due to uncertainty in the heat capacity, and that this representation exhibits the strongest evidence of
compensation. Entropy-enthalpy compensation is still significant at lab temperature however. We also find that compensation is
still significant when considering variations due to heat capacity models, as well as typical measurement discrepancies lab-to-lab
when such data is available. Extracting transfer entropy and enthalpy along with their uncertainties can provide a valuable
consistency check between experimental data and simulation models, which may involve tests of simulated unfolded ensembles
and/or models of the transfer free energy; we include specific applications to cold shock protein and protein L.

1. INTRODUCTION

Enthalpy and entropy play an intimately connected role in the
free energy change during numerous biochemical processes. It
has long been known, for example, that the transfer of
hydrocarbons such as alkanes or alcohols from pure solvent to
water is generally exothermic or enthalpically favorable
(ΔH ≈ − (3−6) kcal/mol for methane-butane) but entropi-
cally unfavorable, with TΔS typically 2−3× the magnitude of
the enthalpic contribution.1,2 These opposing thermodynamic
forces result in a net free energy change that is often smaller
than either of the enthalpic or entropic contributions.
For a variety of physical processes including solute transfer,3

unfolding of various proteins,4 and ligand binding, ionization,
and hydrolysis,5 the changes in enthalpy and entropy obey a
nearly linear relationship when a variable such as binding ligand
is varied; this is referred to as entropy-enthalpy compensa-
tion.5−10 The effect is ubiquitous but not universal.11 The slope
of the enthalpy vs entropy plot, referred to as the compensation
temperature Tc, ranges from about 150 K (e.g., for alkane
vaporization12) to about 300 K (most processes). The difficulty
in designing high affinity drugs has been attributed to entropy-
enthalpy compensation.13−15

As mentioned above, entropy-enthalpy compensation is not
an inevitable consequence of statistical mechanics, particularly
along chemical reaction coordinates. Long-lived metastable
states due to large barriers, and thus the absence of any
significant entropy-enthalpy compensation along the reaction
coordinate, are fairly common in condensed matter and

biophysics. The diamond phase of carbon is metastable to
graphite at standard temperature and pressure, with an
enormous conversion barrier; allotropes of boron, polymorphs
of silica, and martensite in steel are all metastable phases with
prohibitive transition barrier; colloidal systems and emulsions
have long-lived metastable phases; long-lived structure with
slow, glassy dynamics is common in supercooled liquids. The
covalent bonds forming the backbones of DNA, RNA, and
proteins are metastable to hydrolysis; several proteins have
native, functional states that are metastable but simply have
enormous kinetic unfolding barriers, including α-lytic protease,
subtilisin, Streptomyces griseus protease B, and the aspartic
peptidase pepsin.16 In multimeric systems of chain length ≲100
amino acids, native protein structures have been observed to
have higher free energy than the amyloid phase, implying that a
significant portion of the proteome is conformationally in
metastable equilibrium.17 In contrast to these observations, as a
general rule, entropy-enthalpy compensation does play a critical
role in governing the foldability of proteins and resolving the
Levinthal paradox.18 Small barriers in protein folding have been
shown to arise due to the locality of interactions and the
concomitant loss of entropy in forming stabilizing interactions.
If it were not for entropy-enthalpy compensation as protein
chain conformations progressed toward native-like folds,
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folding barriers would be prohibitively high, proteins could not
fold on biological time scales, and life as we know it would not
be possible.
The entropy is often obtained from measurements of the

enthalpy and free energy by subtraction; one complication
however is that errors in enthalpy are often much larger than
errors in free energy. In these cases the error in enthalpy can
induce a spurious linear relation to the entropy, for example in
early measurements for oximation reactions of alkyl thymyl
ketones,19 correlated entropy-enthalpy errors were sufficiently
large that they could account for the whole measurable effect of
entropy-enthalpy compensation, which could then not be
definitively proven, regardless of whether or not it existed.
Correlated errors generally have an effective compensation
temperature equal to the temperature at which the measure-
ments were taken. Compensation exists however when large
entropy and enthalpy changes either cancel or compensate each
other to yield a relatively small net free energy gain for a given
process, regardless of the compensation temperature, and
includes cases where the compensation temperature equals the
lab temperature.6,9,20 As well, even if the compensation
temperature is quite different from the temperature of the
experiments, if the correlated scatter is sufficiently large, it can
rule out the significance of the effect. Thus, there is a need to
introduce more rigorous error analysis to judge the significance
of any observed entropy-enthalpy compensation.
In this paper we investigate how broadly this effect applies to

macromolecular systems, by analyzing the experimentally
derived enthalpy and entropy of transferring two-state proteins
from water, perhaps with buffers and at some pH which need
not be 7, into the same solution but in the presence of various
cosolutes. These cosolutes can be osmolytes, denaturants,
crowders, salts, or other proteins; i.e. we place no restriction
on the size or on how relatively favorable or unfavorable the
interactions are with the protein.21

In what follows, we begin by introducing various
thermodynamic equations that define the two-state model in
Section 2. In Section 3.1 we introduce a Monte Carlo
procedure for estimating the experimental uncertainty of
thermodynamic quantities obtained from calorimetry assays.
In Section 3.2.1 we show that entropy-enthalpy compensation
occurs for the transfer of a diverse set of two-state proteins to
various solvents. This may be the most general class of systems
that have been observed to obey compensation. While it may
be intuitive that a given protein and solvent series may
compensate, it is not obvious that there would exist
compensation across both solvents and proteins. For example,
the excluded volume component of transfer is generally
noncompensated and different across protein−solvent systems.
We use the Monte Carlo and bootstrapping methods derived in
Section 3.2.2 to confirm that entropy-enthalpy compensation is
indeed a significant effect. We then discuss a phenomenon in
Section 3.2.3 that is present across proteins, wherein the
enthalpic contribution to the free energy tends to be the
dominant “leading” term, and the entropy “follows” and only
partially compensates. We show in Section 3.2.4 how enthalpy
and entropy extracted from simulation data allows for a test of
the Tanford transfer model. In Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, we
emphasize the importance of accounting for the (often
neglected) concentration-dependence of the heat capacity
change upon unfolding. In Section 3.2.7, we plot the
experimental data at lab temperature, which also exhibits
significant entropy-enthalpy compensation across a diverse set

of proteins and cosolutes. We discuss the consequences of
several sources of error in Sections 3.2.8−3.2.10, including lab-
to-lab variance, and variance due to different models of the
temperature-dependence of ΔCp. Finally we conclude in
Section 4.

2. METHODS AND THEORY
2.1. Thermodynamic Equations for Protein Unfolding.

Two-state models in protein folding have have a long and rich
history and have empirical validity for many proteins;22−24

various aspects of two-state folding, including applications to
protein denaturation, protein stability, and the prediction of so-
called m-values, are described elsewhere.18,23−34

Here, we adopt the two-state model for a set of proteins that
either have been shown previously to satisfy the van’t Hoff two-
state criterion34 or that have comparably small residuals when
fit to a two-state model.
The changes in enthalpy ΔH, entropy ΔS, and free energy

ΔG upon unfolding can be obtained if the change of heat
capacity upon unfolding ΔCp = Cpu − Cpn is measured. Here Cpu
and Cpn are the unfolded and native state heat capacities
respectively, which generally may depend on temperature. A
temperature-independent unfolding heat capacity is often used
as a good approximation,35,36 while others have considered a
linear temperature-dependence of the unfolding heat ca-
pacity.37,38 Here, we adopt the most general temperature-
dependence of the unfolding heat capacity, following the
method used in Wintrode et al.,39 wherein the folded state heat
capacity Cpn is observed to obey a linear temperature-
dependence, and the unfolded state heat capacity obeys a
nonlinear temperature-dependence determined by the heat
capacities of the amino acid constituents. Specifically, the heat
capacity of the unfolded state Cpu is given by

∑

= − − +
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=
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Here N is the chain length, Ngly is the number of glycine
residues in the polypeptide chain, Cp(bb) is the heat capacity of
the peptide backbone, Cp(N/C term) is the heat capacity of the
N- and C-termini, and Cp(Ri) is the heat capacity of the side
chain corresponding to the ith amino acid (glycine is included
in this sum). Values for Cp(bb), Cp(N/C term), and Cp(Ri)
have been obtained by Makhatadze and Privalov40 for
temperatures of 5, 25, 50, 75, 100, and 125 °C. For the
proteins and cosolutes we consider in Section 3.1, we use the
values in ref 40 to interpolate Cpu(T) from 5 to 125 °C with a
cubic spline.
With ΔCp(T) determined numerically, ΔH, ΔS, and ΔG can

be calculated from
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Δ = Δ − ΔG H T S (2c)

The reference temperature Tf is taken to be the temperature
at which the unfolding free energy is zero: ΔH(Tf) = TfΔS(Tf).
The unfolding heat capacity is given by ΔCp(T) = Cpu(T) −
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Cpn(T), with Cpu(T) and Cpn(T) described above. The
nonlinearity in the heat capacity is fixed in the model by the
composition of the protein. The linear temperature-depend-
ence of the native heat capacity is determined empirically from
the fit to the data for each protein-cosolute system. Thus, when
using this model to fit data, the free parameters in the heat
capacity are the unfolding heat capacity at the transition
temperature, ΔCpf, and the linear coefficient to the temper-
ature-dependence of the heat capacity of the native state, ΔCpn′ .
ΔCp(T) is parametrized as ΔCp = ΔCpf + Cpu(T) − Cpu(Tf) −
ΔCpn′ (T − Tf), where Cpu(T) has the nonlinear T-dependence
in eq 1.
In the approximation that ΔCp is a linear function of

temperature: ΔCp = ΔCpf + ΔCp′(T−Tf), where ΔCp′ = ∂ΔCp/
∂T, eqs 2a−2c become

Δ = Δ + Δ − +
Δ ′
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Δ = Δ − ΔG H T S (3c)

The expressions for ΔH, ΔS, and ΔG in the limiting case of a
T-independent unfolding heat capacity may be obtained by
setting ΔCp′ = 0 in (3a)−(3c); e.g. the unfolding free energy is
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In Section 3.1, we examine the effect these approximations have
on the parameters obtained from experimental data.
The probability pu for the system to be unfolded in the two-

state model is

= + βΔp 1/(1 e )u
G

(5)

with ΔG given in eq 2c. Eq 5 can be equivalently written as ΔG
= −kBT ln Ku where Ku is the unfolding equilibrium constant,
given in the two-state model by Ku = (1−pu)/pu.
The total heat capacity in the two-state model is given (for

example by differentiating ⟨H⟩ = Hn(1−pu) + Hupu with respect
to T) by
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Using the van’t Hoff relation ∂(βΔG)/∂T = −ΔH/(kBT)2, we
can write ∂pu/∂T = pu

2eβΔGΔH/(kBT)2. Using the relation
sech (x) = 2ex/(1+e2x) we obtain finally
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where Cpu, ΔCp, ΔG, and ΔH are all temperature-dependent.
A plot of the Gibbs free energy vs temperature obtained from

empirical data may be fit to eq 2c to obtain values of ΔHf, ΔSf,
ΔCpf, and ΔCp′. Similarly, a plot of the fraction of unfolded
protein vs temperature may be fit to eq 5, or a plot of excess
heat capacity may be fit to eq 6 to obtain values of these
parameters. In all cases, once ΔHf, ΔSf, ΔCpf, and ΔCp′ are
obtained, eqs 2a and 2b can be used to obtain ΔH(T) and

Figure 1. Stability and enthalpy as a function of temperature for notch ankyrin and hisactophilin. The green circles are experimental data from ref 41
for notch ankyrin (panels A and B) and ref 42 for hisactophilin (panels C and D). The blue lines are fits for the T-independent ΔCp model, the red
lines are fits for the linear T-dependent model, and the black lines are fits for the nonlinear T-dependent model (cf. Section 2.1). The solid lines arise
from the best fit parameters for each model, while the dashed lines represent one standard deviation away, determined by the Monte Carlo
procedure described in Section 3.1. (Panel A) Stability for notch ankyrin vs temperature in buffer. (Panel B) Enthalpy for notch ankyrin in buffer.
(Panel C) Stability for hisactophilin in buffer. (Panel D) Stability for hisactophilin in buffer with 1 M urea. The insets in panels A, C, and D show the
correlation of the midpoint enthalpy and entropy, in which the models are represented by the same colors as above. All data in the insets lies on top
of the red scatter points; the blue and black points have been displaced for clarity. 1000 Monte Carlo instances have been generated for the inset
plots. Bars indicate one standard deviation.
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ΔS(T) at various temperatures. In Section 3.1 we will compare
the best-fit values for the three models of ΔCp described above,
i.e. eqs 2a−2c, 3a−3c, and the temperature-independent ΔCp

model (cf. eq 4). This procedure can be performed at various
cosolute concentrations, providing experimental data is
available. Then the changes in unfolding enthalpy δΔH(T, c)
and entropy δΔS(T, c) upon transfer from a solution of
cosolute concentration 0 to one of concentration c at a given
temperature T can be determined.
We also define the change in the midpoint parameters at

each respective cosolute concentration, nonzero and zero, upon
transfer:

δΔ ≡ Δ − ΔH c H T c c H T( ) ( ( ), ) ( (0), 0)f f f (7a)

δΔ ≡ Δ − ΔS c S T c c S T( ) ( ( ), ) ( (0), 0)f f f (7b)

δΔ ≡ Δ − ΔC c C T c c C T( ) ( ( ), ) ( (0), 0)pf p f p f (7c)

In what follows we will often drop the explicit concentration-
dependence in writing various thermodynamic equalities when
it is unambiguous.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Monte Carlo Method To Determine Statistical

Errors. To analyze the uncertainty involved in fitting the data,
we perform a Monte Carlo procedure. We fit a given data set,
such as Cp(T), ΔG(T), or pu(T), to eqs 6, 2c, or 5, respectively.
We then generate a large number of sample data sets by
drawing each point from a normal distribution with a mean
equal to the value of the best fit curve at that point and a
standard deviation equal to the root-mean-square of the
residual. Each of these generated sample data sets is then
fitted and new fit parameters are obtained, thus generating a
distribution of values for ΔHf, ΔSf, and, depending on the
model, either ΔCp, ΔCpf and ΔCp′, or ΔCpf and ΔCpn′ . We can fit
the different models for ΔCp described in Section 2.1 to
compare the parameters extracted. The uncertainty in the
thermodynamic parameters could also be obtained by

Table 1. Thermodynamic Parameters for Several Proteins Used in Our Analysis and Comparison to Literature Data Where
Availablee

protein model ΔHf (kJ/mol) ΔSf (kJ/mol/K) ΔCpf (kJ/mol/K) ΔCp′ (kJ/mol/K2) ΔCpn′ (kJ/mol/K2)

T independent 297 ± 1 0.876 ± 0.003 4.38 ± 0.07 −a −a

α-lactalbumin T linear 304 ± 1 0.896 ± 0.004 2.88 ± 0.26 −0.101 ± 0.017 −a

T nonlinear 304 ± 1 0.895 ± 0.004 2.93 ± 0.26 −a 0.065 ± 0.017
reference value38 310 −a 5.3 −0.05 −a

T independent 139 ± 3 0.454 ± 0.011 0.536 ± 0.5 −a −a

arc repressor T linear 118 ± 7 0.385 ± 0.02 1.45 ± 1.5 1.18 ± 0.44 −a

T nonlinear 117 ± 7 0.384 ± 0.024 1.49 ± 1.4 −a 1.15 ± 0.4

creatine kinaseb T independent 780 ± 3 2.37 ± 0.01 25 ± 2 −a −a

T linear 733 ± 3 2.24 ± 0.01 66 ± 4 −73 ± 3 −a

T independent 215 ± 7.4 0.659 ± 0.022 6.15 ± 0.75 −a −a

hisactophilin T linear 218 ± 5.9 0.669 ± 0.018 12.7 ± 1.7 −0.610 ± 0.17 −a

T nonlinear 218 ± 17 0.667 ± 0.051 12.8 ± 3.3 −a 0.784 ± 0.28
reference value42 226 −a −a −a −a

T independent 312 ± 2 0.929 ± 0.006 5.27 ± 0.7 −a −a

HPr T linear 314 ± 2 0.935 ± 0.006 4.41 ± 0.85 0.359 ± 0.150 −a

T nonlinear 314 ± 2 0.935 ± 0.006 4.44 ± 0.80 −a 0.367 ± 0.14
reference values43 316 0.941 6.0 −a

T independent 593 ± 9 1.86 ± 0.03 15.1 ± 0.5 −a −a

notch ankyrin T linear 602 ± 30 1.89 ± 0.1 16.2 ± 3.5 −0.045 ± 0.14 −a

T nonlinear 601 ± 33 1.89 ± 0.1 15.7 ± 3.5 −a 0.114 ± 0.14
reference value41 −a −a 15.1 −a −a

T independent 496 ± 1 1.477 ± 0.002 14.3 ± 0.1 −a −a

RNase Ab T linear 468 ± 1 1.396 ± 0.003 22.6 ± 0.2 0.89 ± 0.02 −a

reference values46c 515 1.52 −a −a −a

reference values46d 479 1.42 −a −a −a
aThe symbol “−” represents not applicable for the respective model. bLiterature data had background heat capacity subtracted for these proteins, so
the nonlinear temperature-dependent model could not be applied. cLiterature values obtained from differential scanning calorimetry. dLiterature
values obtained from spectroscopy measurements. eα-Lactalbumin, from heat capacity data in ref 38, arc repressor, from fraction of unfolded protein
data in ref 44, creatine kinase from heat capacity data in ref 45, hisactophilin, from stability data in ref 42, histidine-containing phosphocarrier protein
(HPr), from fraction of unfolded protein data in ref 43, notch ankyrin, from stability data in ref 41, and rNase A from heat capacity data in ref 46.
Values obtained from the three models of the temperature-dependence of ΔCp are given, as well as the values obtained from the appropriate
reference where available. The reference value in ref 41 assumed a temperature-independent ΔCp, the value of ΔHf from ref 42 was obtained by
integrating Cp up to Tf, and the values from ref 43 were obtained assuming a temperature-independent ΔCp.
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examining the covariance matrix of the fit parameters, but the
Monte Carlo method we use generates sets of data that may be
bootstrapped to obtain statistical significance measurements
without the assumptions inherent in keeping only the
covariance and truncating all higher order moments. The
bootstrapped distributions we find below are generally
nongaussian.
As an example of fitting the stability ΔG(T), we have used

experimental measurements by Zweifel and Barrick of the
thermal denaturation of notch ankyrin in various concen-
trations of urea.41 The best fit to the 0 M data in ref 41 (plotted
as green circles in panel A of Figure 1) yields a root-mean-
square of the residuals of 0.383 kJ/mol, so the square of this
becomes the variance of the normal random distribution
centered around the value of the best fit curve. From this we
generate 1000 sample data sets, each of which is fit to either eq
2c, 3c, or 4, depending on the model. In Table 1, we compare
the parameters obtained with the three different models of ΔCp
described above. We see that the parameters are consistent with
each other and, for the case of notch ankyrin, with the tabulated
value in ref 41. We analyze the variances and correlations of this
data; this is reported in Table 2. We see that all parameters are

generally strongly correlated or strongly anticorrelated. Figure 1
panels A,B show that the three models give similar curves even
when extrapolating to high temperatures, though the variance
in ΔG at high T is significantly smaller for the T-independent
ΔCp model than the other two models considered.
We perform the same analysis to compare the three heat

capacity models for the stability ΔG vs T data for hisactophilin
given in ref 42. The comparison between the parameters that
the three models give for fitting the same data is given in Table
1. The midpoint parameters ΔHf and ΔSf for the different
models again all agree within the uncertainties obtained from
the Monte Carlo procedure.
Figure 1 panels C and D plot data from ref 42 for the stability

ΔG vs T for hisactophilin in 0 and 1 M urea. The data for 1 M

urea includes both hot denaturation and cold denaturation
regions. Comparing panels C and D of Figure 1 we can see that
the model variance is much less for the 1 M urea data, in that all
three models predict similar curves, presumably as a result of
having a larger range of ΔG(T) data to fit. The large
uncertainty in the nonlinear T-dependent model for the 1 M
urea data is likely caused by fitting a more flexible model to a
limited set of data.
Interestingly, there is a change in sign of the curvature at low

temperatures in panel C of Figure 1 for the nonlinear T-
dependent model. This effect is caused by a change in sign of
ΔCp at around 310 K. A similar effect is seen at high
temperatures for some generated sets of data in the nonlinear
T-dependent model at 1 M urea (Figure 1D).
We have performed the same analysis on data measuring the

fraction of unfolded protein as a function of temperature. The
data examined is for histidine-containing phosphocarrier
protein (HPr), from ref 43, and for arc repressor, from ref
44. The midpoint parameters ΔHf and ΔSf are again in
agreement between the three models (see Table 1), but the way
that the different heat capacity models extrapolate quantities
such as the stability and the enthalpy is markedly different, as it
was for hisactophilin  see Figure 2 for HPr.

Table 2. Comparison of the Variance and Covariance of Fits
to ΔG vs T Data for Notch Ankyrin from Ref 41, for the
Three Models of the Temperature-Dependence of ΔCp
Discusseda

ΔHf ΔSf ΔCp

T-independent ΔCp ΔHf 0.016 0.9997 0.989
ΔSf 0.017 0.989
ΔCp 0.033
ΔHf ΔSf ΔCpf ΔCp′

T-linear ΔCp ΔHf 0.055 0.99997 0.987 −0.960
ΔSf 0.056 0.988 −0.959
ΔCpf 0.22 −0.991
ΔCp′ 3.0

ΔHf ΔSf ΔCpf ΔCpn′
T-nonlinear ΔCp ΔHf 0.055 0.99997 0.987 −0.958

ΔSf 0.056 0.988 −0.957
ΔCpf 0.22 −0.990
ΔCpn′ 1.20

aFor each model, a matrix is given in which the diagonal elements are
the relative deviations for that quantity, and the off-diagonal elements
are the correlation coefficients for the two quantities. Relative
deviation for e.g. ΔHf is defined as ⟨ΔHf

2⟩ − ⟨ΔHf ⟩
2)1/2/⟨ΔHf⟩,

where averages are over the Monte Carlo generated data. In all models
the entropy and enthalpy of unfolding are highly correlated.

Figure 2. Analyzing unfolding fraction data and heat capacity data.
Panels A and B show fraction of unfolded population data and heat
capacity data from refs 43 and 38, respectively (green circles), along
with best fit curves. Panels C and D show the corresponding stability
as a function of temperature, and panels E and F show the
corresponding unfolding enthalpy as a function of temperature. In
all panels the blue lines are fits for the T-independent ΔCp model, the
red lines are fits for the linear T-dependent model, and the black lines
are fits for the nonlinear T-dependent model. The solid lines arise
from the best fit parameters for each model, while the dashed lines
represent one standard deviation away, determined by the Monte
Carlo procedure described in Section 3.1.
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We have also performed the same analysis on heat capacity vs
T data for α-lactalbumin, from ref 38. The midpoint parameters
ΔHf and ΔSf are in agreement between the models (Table 1).
Again, however, the way that the models extrapolate stability
and enthalpy is very different (Figure 2, panels B, D, F).
In all the cases we have examined, the values of the unfolding

entropy and enthalpy at the transition midpoint are robust
across all three models. Further, the value ΔCpf agrees within
uncertainty for all the cases we looked at between the linear T-
dependent ΔCp model and the nonlinear T-dependent ΔCp

model. Fitting experimental data to a temperature-independent
ΔCp model will be sufficient, if only midpoint parameters are
required and the accuracy of the unfolding heat capacity ΔCpf is
not particularly important. However, Figures 1 and 2 indicate
that such data is prone to significant extrapolation errors.
3.2. Transfer Entropy and Enthalpy for Various

Proteins and Solvents. 3.2.1. Transfer Entropy and
Enthalpy at the Transition Midpoint. The above analysis
indicates that the thermodynamic parameters obtained by
fitting experimental data are most accurately determined near
the transition midpoint. We thus now examine the entropy and
enthalpy of transfer for various proteins at their transition
midpoints, from water to water plus various cosolutes, cf. eqs 7a
and 7b.
For a number of proteins, thermodynamic data exists for

more than one cosolute; as well, for a number of cosolutes
thermodynamic data exists for more than one protein. These
commonalities and differences enable useful comparisons.
Because ΔHf = Tf ΔSf, the folding temperature Tf is

unchanged upon transfer to cosolute if δΔHf/ΔHf
0 = δΔSf/ΔSf0

where ΔHf
0 and ΔSf0 are the midpoint enthalpy and entropy of

unfolding at cosolute concentration c = 0, respectively, and
δΔHf and δΔSf are defined in eqs 7a and 7b. Thus, on a plot
with δΔHf/ΔHf

0 and δΔSf/ΔSf0 on the ordinate and abscissa, a
line of slope unity would constitute no change in folding
temperature due to the cosolute. Further, since
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we conclude that the distance of each point from the line y = x
is, to first order, the relative change in the folding temperature,
δTf/Tf

0, as a result of the transfer.
We may further interpret the deviation from the line y = x on

a plot of δΔSf/ΔS0 vs δΔHf/ΔH0 as the free energy of transfer
at fixed temperature Tf

0, δΔG(Tf
0), divided by the unfolding

enthalpy ΔHf
0. That is, δΔHf/ΔHf

0 − δΔSf/ΔSf0 = δΔG(Tf
0)

/ΔHf
0.

In Figures 4 and 5, we divide both δΔHf/ΔHf and δΔSf/ΔSf
by the concentration c of the cosolute, to compare cosolute
solutions having different concentrations. Thus, the axes in
Figures 4 and 5 can be thought of as a decomposition of m-
values47 into enthalpic and entropic components, each
normalized by the corresponding unfolding enthalpy or entropy
in the absence of cosolute.
Linear regression to the data in Figures 4 and 5, when taken

together gives a slope of 0.99 ± 0.04. The statistical test
outlined in Krugg et al.19 requires that the slope of the best fit
δΔHf/ΔHf

0 vs δΔSf/ΔSf0 line be more than 2σ away from the
harmonic mean of the temperatures at which the experiments
were performed; thus for Figure 4 this requires that the slope
be 2σ away from unity. Figure 4 fails this test. Nevertheless, we
show that the results in Figure 4 are in fact statistically
significant, given the magnitude of the experimental errors. We
now describe a treatment of the statistical significance of
entropy-enthalpy compensation that is valid when the slope of
the ΔH-ΔS plot is near unity.

3.2.2. Statistical Significance of Entropy-Enthalpy Com-
pensation. The Monte Carlo method in Section 3.1 can be
applied to data at various concentrations of cosolutes to assess
the significance of the linear relationship between enthalpy and
entropy observed in Figures 4 and 5. Fitting each experimental
data set to the appropriate equation as described in Section 3.1

Figure 3. Distribution in standard deviation σ of the data arising from the bootstrapping method described in section 3.2.2. The overlap of the two
distributions represents the statistical significance of entropy-enthalpy compensation in this case. (A) (Red) Distribution of σ obtained from
bootstrapping the protein data at their corresponding melting temperatures; (Blue) Distribution of σ obtained from bootstrapping the Monte Carlo
generated data representing the fit uncertainty. The probability of obtaining a σ from the null distribution (the statistical significance of S−H
compensation) is smaller than p < 1 × 10−7. (B) Corresponding quantities at laboratory temperature. The statistical significance of S−H
compensation is p = 5 × 10−5.
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results in a set of best fit parameters, as well as a set of residuals
from the best fit. For the following protein/cosolute systems 
α-lactalbumin in ethanol,38 arc repressor in KCl,44 creatine
kinase in glycerol,45 hisactophilin in urea,42 histidine containing
phosphocarrier in urea,43 notch ankyrin in urea,41 and RNase A
in urea46  1000 data sets were generated as described in
Section 3.1, for each of several concentrations of cosolute.
Thus, 1000 values for δΔHf and δΔSf were generated. We plot
the results of this procedure as scatter points in Figures 4−6.
From the extent of the scatter for these 7 data points in

Figures 4 and 5, we can assess the significance of the apparent
linear relationship in the plot. The analysis rests on the
assumption that the deviations from the line of slope unity, δTf

= 0, are much smaller than the deviations from zero of either
δΔHf or δΔSf, i.e., that the data are essentially distributed along
the diagonal. We may then consider the data as transformed to
a coordinate system that is rotated π/4 counterclockwise and
translated so that the origin coincides with the mean of the
data. Then the data consists approximately of points distributed
along the abscissa all having zero ordinate. If the variance of this
data is large compared to what would be expected from the

experimental error as derived from the above Monte Carlo
method, then the result of entropy-enthalpy compensation is
statistically significant.
To assess the statistical significance, we use a bootstrapping

method that avoids requiring any assumptions for the
distribution of the data points along the y = x line. From the
48 data points in Figures 4 and 5 we perform random sampling
with replacement to generate new sets of 48 data points. We
find the standard deviation of each of these generated sets and
thus obtain a distribution for the standard deviations σ from the
bootstrapped data. Then, we obtain another distribution for the
values of σ that would result from sampling the Monte Carlo-
generated deviations. That is, we had generated 1000 Monte
Carlo points for each of the above 7 proteins. For each protein,
we subtract the mean from the value of all 1000 data points,
yielding 7000 values of deviations from the mean. From this set
of 7000 total generated deviations, we repeatedly sample with
replacement to obtain sets of 1000 deviations, and we calculate
the standard deviation for each of these samples. This yields
another distribution of standard deviations σ, now for the
Monte Carlo-generated data consistent with the null

Figure 4. Entropy-enthalpy compensation for protein unfolding transfer enthalpy δΔHf/c and unfolding transfer entropy δΔSf/c, both evaluated at
the folding midpoint and suitably normalized as described below. The legend, listed from the upper right data point to the lower left data point,
indicates the protein, cosolute, pH, and corresponding source of the experimental data. Cosolutes above and to the left of the diagonal are
destabilizing as noted; cosolutes below and to the right of the diagonal are stabilizing. Abscissa/ordinate are the transfer enthalpy/entropy
normalized by the unfolding enthalpy/entropy in the absence of solute, per 100 mg/mL of cosolute, i.e. δΔSf/(ΔSf·c) vs δΔHf/(ΔHf·c). Also plotted
here are the Monte Carlo-generated scatter points for arc repressor in KCl (red circle), notch ankyrin in urea (green circle), and hisactophilin in urea
(blue circle). Bars on each of these three points show the standard deviation in the direction of the scatter. The scatter here does not substantially
reduce the significance of the linear compensating trend. See also Table 3, which gives thermodynamic parameters for the proteins we study here.
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hypothesis. Both distributions for σ are plotted in Figure 3A.
The overlap of these two distributions then provides the
statistical significance − the likelihood that the scatter in the
experimental data points arises from the fit uncertainty of the
thermodynamic parameters. For the data in Figures 4 and 5
together, we obtain p < 10−7; i.e. in 107 samplings we did not
observe any instances of overlap between the distributions. The
data plotted in Figures 4 and 5 thus illustrates entropy-enthalpy
compensation rather than experimental error.
3.2.3. Dominance of the Enthalpy in Protein Transfer. An

interesting observation may be made regarding the data in
Figures 4 and 5. For almost all the data points in these figures,
the magnitude of the enthalpy change is larger than the
magnitude of the entropy change. In fact, we did not observe
any system with a destabilizing cosolute that had a positive
change in entropy of unfolding larger than the change in
enthalpy of unfolding (upper right quadrants of Figures 4 and
5), and only a few systems showed a stabilizing cosolute with a
change in entropy of unfolding larger than the change in
enthalpy of unfolding (lower left quadrants of Figures 4 and 5).
Thus, for the most part, enthalpy can be thought of as driving

the change in stability, while entropy tries to catch up and
partially compensates. This finding is consistent with recent
studies stressing the dominance of interactions over steric
repulsion for crowding agents such as Ficoll, BSA, and
lysozyme48 and glucose, dextran, and poly(ethylene glycol).49

3.2.4. Tanford Model Predictions from Simulation Data.
Figure 5 also shows the transfer enthalpy and entropy for
simulation results by O’Brien et al. on Cold shock protein and
protein L50 (open black symbols in Figure 5). Here,
thermodynamic parameters were extracted from fits to
simulated heat capacity curves, for the transfer of the above
proteins to either urea or TMAO. A surface-area based Tanford
transfer model51 was used to model the cosolute solution. We
have not found experimental values for these thermodynamic
parameters in the literature; the values in Figure 5 are thus
predictions as a consequence of both the simulation method for
generating unfolded ensembles and the Tanford transfer model,
which are subject to experimental test.

3.2.5. Importance of the Cosolute- and Temperature-
Dependence of the Unfolding Heat Capacity. The unfolding
heat capacity ΔCp(T, c) is generally both temperature- and

Figure 5. Further illustration of entropy-enthalpy compensation for various proteins and solvents. The notation here is the same as in Figure 4, but
the scale of the plot is significantly smaller. Scatter as a result of uncertainty for creatine kinase in glycerol (blue circle) is shown, along with bars to
indicate the standard deviation. Scatter was also calculated for RNase A in urea (cyan circle) and α-lac in ethanol (mustard circle), but the scatter is
smaller than the data points appearing on this plot. Black open symbols correspond to simulation data using the Tanford transfer model taken from
O’Brien et al. (ref 50). Legend labels are ordered from upper right data point to lower left data point.
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concentration-dependent. We define the change in unfolding
heat capacity upon transfer, δΔCpf, in eq 7c. While the
quantities δΔHf and δΔSf in eqs 7a and 7b are independent of
δΔCpf, since they are always evaluated at the respective
transition temperatures, the thermodynamics for transfer at
fixed temperature (e.g., lab temperature) does depend on
δΔCpf.
A number of the works cited here obtained a concentration-

independent ΔCp however, by equating ΔCp to the slope of
ΔHf vs Tf data for various cosolute concentrations. This
assumes that ΔCp is constant with varying cosolute
concentration, and hence δΔCpf = 0. These proteins/cosolutes
are thus indicated in Table 3 by “0g” in the column for δΔCpf.
This assumption may be sufficient if δΔHf, δΔSf, or ΔCp(c = 0)
is the quantity of interest; however, when eqs 2a and 2b are
used to evaluate thermodynamic parameters at lab temperature,
this assumption produces unacceptably large errors. Examples
of the change in thermodynamic values obtained by setting
δΔCpf = 0 are shown in Figure 6, for the transfer of both
hisactophilin and RNase A to urea: neglecting δΔCp changes
the resulting value of δΔH by ≈80 kJ/mol for hisactophilin and
≈40 kJ/mol for RNase A. This is to be compared with the error
introduced by neglecting the temperature-dependence of ΔCp,

which was ≈30 kJ/mol for hisactophilin and ≈10 kJ/mol for
RNase A. Recent work by Senske et al. has shown that
accounting for the temperature-dependence of the heat capacity
can reverse the sign of the unfolding enthalpy and entropy
upon transfer to some cosolutes such as glucose and dextran.49

In Table 3 we have made a note of where the δΔCp = 0
assumption has been made, and we have not plotted the
corresponding δΔHlab and TδΔSlab data in Figure 6. Note that
the potential for large errors due to δΔCp is irrelevant when
comparing data at the respective folding temperatures, i.e. for
the quantities in eqs 7a and 7b and Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 7 plots the concentration-dependence of ΔCpf for

several protein-cosolute systems, obtained by using the
nonlinear temperature-dependent model in eq 1. The values
plotted do not change significantly if the linear temperature-
dependent model is used (see for example Table 1, which
shows that the values obtained from the two models are
comparable). Some proteins have a ΔCpf showing weak
concentration-dependence (e.g., barstar in GdmHCl, acylphos-
phatase in urea), while for others, ΔCpf shows significant
concentration-dependence (RNase A in urea, α-lactalbumin in
ethanol).

Figure 6. Entropy-enthalpy compensation for the transfer of various proteins to various solvents is also seen by plotting δΔH vs TδΔS at lab
temperature (25 °C). Data are normalized by the concentration c = 100 mg/mL. The points cluster close to the δΔH = TδΔS line; the deviation
from that line (horizontal or vertical) represents the absolute change in stability upon transfer at 25 °C. Points above the line correspond to
destabilizing cosolutes, points below the line correspond to stabilizing cosolutes. Scatter points representing the range of uncertainty in obtaining the
enthalpy and entropy are also shown, as determined by the Monte Carlo method described in Section 3.1. The scatter is highly correlated with a
magnitude that in some cases is large enough to change the sign of δΔH and TδΔS. The compensation is statistically significant howeversee
Section 3.2.7. In the case of α-lactalbumin in ethanol, the scatter was smaller than the symbol. The cyan circle with black outline indicates the
hisactophilin data assuming ΔCp is independent of the concentration of urea but has nonlinear temperature-dependence obtained by fitting to eq 2c;
the cyan circle with black square outline is the value obtained assuming ΔCp is independent of temperature but still accounting for the concentration-
dependence. These approximations both introduce significant error: ≈80 and 30 kJ/mol, respectively. Similarly, assuming a concentration-
independent unfolding heat capacity introduces an error of ≈40 kJ/mol for RNase A in urea (circled blue cross), and a temperature-independent
ΔCp introduces an error of ≈10 kJ/mol. Legend labels are ordered approximately from upper right data point to lower left data point.
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Table 3. Empirical Values for Thermodynamic Unfolding Parameters upon Transfer of Various Proteins to Various Solventsp

protein cosolute pH ΔHf
0b ΔSf0 Tf ΔCpf

δΔ

Δ

H

H
f

f
0

δΔ

Δ

S

S
f

f
0 δΔCpf δTf δΔHlab TδΔSlab

ref/Figure/
Tablea

α-CTgenh trehalose 2.5 403 1.27 317 4.4 6.7e-3 9.7e-4 0g 1.8 2.69g 0.37g 57 Table 1

α-lactalbumino ethanol 8 310 0.916 338 5.3 −8.2e-3 −5.9e-3 0.10 19 1.11 1.67 38 Figure 3e

α-lactalbumin TMAO 7 209 0.663 315 6.5 0.27 0.25 −0.133 5.0 22.5 17.4 58 Table 1

acylphosphatase urea 5.5 351 1.06 331 6.2 −0.11 −0.10 −0.037 −3.7 −4.17 1.07 59 Table 2

arc repressoro KCl 4 141 0.463 304 1.0 0.25 0.14 5.20 29 −89.1 −102 44 Figure 7c

barstar GdnHCl 8 292 0.849 343 6.2 −0.43 −0.41 −1.9 −12 −16.2 −5.64 60 Table 2

Cro protein urea 6 195 0.591 330 3.8 −0.22 −0.20 0.09 −8.2 −7.47 −3.45 61 Table 2

cytochrome c sorbitol 2 226 0.740 305 5.2 0.12 0.09 −1.7 8.4 13.6 7.28 62 Table 1

cytochrome c trehalose 7 161 0.502 321 N/A −3.4e-2 −3.7e-2 0g 24 −5.38g −4.78g 57 Table 1

creatine kinaseo glycerol 8.05 782 2.38 329 92 2.0e-2 1.9e-2 2.46 0.32 −93.1 −88.4 45 Figure 4e

de novo α B GdnHCl 7.3 103 0.300 343 2.3 −0.53 −0.52 0.21 −7.2 0.564 4.52 63 Table 2

de novo α C GdnHCl 7.3 153 0.441 347 2.7 −0.48 −0.47 −0.07 −6.5 3.94 10.5 63 Table 2

hisactophilino urea 5.8 215 0.658 327 6.1 −0.89 −0.85 3.63 −87 −142 −123 42 Figure 6d

hexokinase glucose 8 700 2.19 320 30 0.51 0.46 1.5 11 −30.0 −58.1 64 Table 2

HPri,o urea 7 315 0.935 336 4.4 −0.16 −0.16 −0.0054 −27.1 36.4 39.7 43 Figure 2c

lectin (pea) urea 7.2 1130 3.25 347 22 −1.6e-2 −1.1e-2 0.74 −1.8 −7.12 −3.40 65 Table 2

lysozyme DMSO 2.5 535 1.58 339 7.8 −4.4e-3 −3.4e-3 0g −034 1.00g 1.50g 66 Table 2

lysozyme trehalose 7 397 1.20 331 N/A −1.5e-2 −2.2e-2 0g 2.4 −5.99g −7.09g 57 Table 1

lysozyme TMAO 6 535 1.50 357 6.8 7.5e-2 6.5e-2 0.089 3.3 12.3 5.59 58 Table 1

notch ankyrino urea 8 592 1.86 318 15 −0.45 −0.43 −1.26 −11 −63.2 −43.8 41 Figure 4d

RNase A β-hydroxj 5.5 364 1.09 334 4.4 2.8e-2 2.4e-2 0.194 1.3 −3.16 −4.36 67 Table 1

RNase A betaine 5.5 364 1.09 334 4.4 4.2e-2 4.1e-2 0.214 0.32 5.39 3.42 67 Table 1

RNase A betaine 6.0 364 1.09 334 0 5.3e-2 5.0e-2 0g 0.95 0g −0.291g 68
Figures 2,4f

RNase A trehalose 7 385 1.20 321 4.7 1.4e-2 9.1e-3 0g 1.6 5.51g 3.38g 57 Table 1

RNase A glycine 6.0 364 1.09 334 0 −2.0e-2 −2.7e-2 0g 2.4 0g −0.659g 68
Figures 2,4f

RNase A sarcosine 6.0 364 1.09 334 0 1.1e-2 −4.0e-4 0g 3.8 0g −1.20g 68
Figures 2,4f

RNase A TMAO 7 490 1.46 336 5.2 7.3e-2 6.2e-2 0.022 3.5 16.1 9.35 58 Table 1

RNase Am GdnHCl 7 515 1.53 337 11 −0.23 −0.22 0g −4.3 −0.246g 10.8g 46 Table 1

RNase An GdnHCl 7 452 1.35 335 6.3 −0.16 −0.14 0g −7.8 0.44g 12.3g 46 Table 1

RNase Am methylurea 7 515 1.53 337 7.1 −5.3e-2 −4.5e-2 0g −2.8 −0.508g 4.19g 46 Table 1

RNase An methylurea 7 452 1.35 335 4.8 −4.4e-2 −3.4e-2 0g −3.5 −0.419g 4.28g 46 Table 1

RNase Am dimethylureak 7 515 1.53 337 3.7 −2.8e-2 −1.8e-2 0g −3.4 −0.08g 5.04g 46 Table 1

RNase An dimethylureak 7 452 1.35 335 1.2 −8.7e-2 3.2e-2 0g −39 0.79g 5.64g 46 Table 1

RNase Am ethylurea 7 515 1.53 337 3.6 −4.0e-2 −2.7e-2 0g −4.5 0.13g 6.02g 46 Table 1

RNase An ethylurea 7 452 1.35 335 3.9 −4.2e-2 −2.7e-2 0g −5.2 1.05g 8.25g 46 Table 1

RNase Am butylurea 7 515 1.53 337 6.0 −0.21 −0.17 0g −16 4.3g 23.4g 46 Table 1

RNase An butylurea 7 452 1.35 335 7.3 −0.26 −0.21 0g −21 7.4g 30.3g 46 Table 1

RNase Ao urea 7 501 1.49 336 14.6 −4.0e-2 −2.9e-2 −1.5 −3.8 43.0 46.6 46 Figure 1e

Ssh10b GdnHCl 6.8 307 0.840 365 N/A −0.18 −0.14 0g −17 −54.4g −34.3g 69 Table 2

tryps inhl trehalose 7 236 0.711 332 1.1 8.8e-3 3.4e-3 0g 1.8 2.08g 0.74g 57 Table 1

ubiquitin PVP 5.4 100 0.265 377 1.5 −0.2 −0.2 −0.1 0 −26.0 −14.8 48 Table 3

ubiquitin Ficoll 5.4 100 0.265 377 1.5 −0.5 −0.6 −0.5 94 −36.1 −44.5 48 Table 3

ubiquitin BSA 5.4 100 0.265 377 1.5 0.5 0.5 1.6 0 −310 −295 48 Table 3

ubiquitin lysozyme 5.4 100 0.265 377 1.5 −0.1 −0.2 0.1 47 −88.1 −107 48 Table 3

ubiquitin NaCl 2 203 0.617 329 3.0 0.547 0.383 0g 39 111g 70.4g 70 Table 1

ubiquitin CaCl2 2 203 0.617 329 4.6 3.21 2.67 0g 48 652g 490g 70 Table 1

ubiquitin MgCl2 2 203 0.617 329 4.4 1.87 1.49 0g 50 379g 273g 70 Table 1

ubiquitin GdmCl 2 203 0.617 329 4.7 0.248 0.201 0g 13 50.3g 37.0g 70 Table 1
aLiterature reference and corresponding tabulated value or figure used to extract the values listed here. bValues listed for ΔHf

0 and ΔSf0 are the
unfolding enthalpy and entropy at Tf, 0 M cosolute concentration, and pH indicated in the corresponding column. Throughout this table, values for
enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity are given in kJ/mol, kJ/mol/K, and kJ/mol/K, respectively. cFit to eqs 2c and 5. dFit to eq 2c. eFit to eq 6.
fUsed ΔH(Tf) = Tf ΔS(Tf) to obtain unfolding entropy. N/A: ΔCp data not available.

gΔCp measured for one concentration and assumed constant
with respect to concentration in these references. The values for δΔHlab and TδΔSlab for these systems are thus likely inaccurate. hα-
Chymotrypsinogen. iHistidine-containing phosphocarrier protein. jβ-Hydroxyectoine. kN,N′-Dimethylurea. lTrypsin inhibitor. mMeasurements
taken with calorimetry. nMeasurements taken with UV absorption. oMonte Carlo error analysis is performed on this protein in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
pFor each protein-cosolute system, the values are listed at the concentration corresponding to (100 mg/mL). The literature reference from which
the values were obtained, along with the corresponding figure or table in that reference, is listed in the last column. For systems in which the
parameters were obtained through fitting a curve to the data in the reference work, the equation from this work used for the fitting is also referenced
in the last column. Systems without an equation listed had ΔHf and ΔSf values directly available.
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A concentration-independent heat capacity is often obtained
from linear fits of the unfolding enthalpy vs melting
temperature for various osmolyte concentrations. For the
proteins in Figure 7 that have strong c-dependence, this would
be a recipe prone to large errors.
3.2.6. The Cosolute-Dependence of the Unfolding Heat

Capacity May Be Nonmonotonic. The unfolding heat capacity
ΔCpf may apparently even be nonmonotonic in c; the
nonmonotonic behavior exhibited by RNase A in urea is well
beyond what can be explained by the experimental uncertainty.
Factoring in the intermodel uncertainty does not change this:
panel B of Figure 7 shows the nonmonotonic behavior is
present in both the T-independent and linear T-dependent
models. We note as well that these measurements were made in
the same lab.46 Any systematic errors in the measurement
would generally not be nonmonotonic and would be unlikely to
explain this effect. A physical explanation, if the effect is indeed
a real one, is an interesting topic of future work.
3.2.7. Transfer Entropy and Enthalpy at Lab Temperature.

For 19 proteins and cosolutes that we had investigated, the
concentration-dependence of ΔCpf is known. For these
proteins, we have obtained the transfer enthalpy of unfolding
δΔH(T = 25 °C) and the transfer entropy of unfolding δΔS(T
= 25 °C) at lab temperature; values are tabulated in Table 3.
For 12 protein-cosolute systems, thermodynamic parameters at
the folding temperatures corresponding to different cosolute
concentrations were tabulated in the literature. For these
systems, a temperature-independent ΔCp model was invariably
used to obtain the tabulated values. We thus had to also assume
a temperature-independent ΔCp model in order to extrapolate
the thermodynamic values to lab temperature. We show below
however that this procedure may be prone to large errors.
Seven references contained plotted data, which we had fitted

to obtain thermodynamic parameters. For 5 of these protein-
cosolute systems, the nonlinear temperature-dependent ΔCp
model was used to extrapolate to lab temperature. Two of these
systems had baselines subtracted in the published data, so a
linear temperature-dependent ΔCp model was used to
extrapolate to lab temperature. All of these 7 protein-cosolute
systems show scatter due to our Monte Carlo procedure that is

indicated in Figure 6 (though for α-lactalbumin in ethanol and
RNase A in urea the scatter is small).
The extent of the scatter in Figure 6 makes it clear that for

any of the three methods of obtaining δΔH and δΔS (heat
capacity, fraction unfolded, or unfolding free energy, with the
method for each protein indicated in Table 3), the uncertainties
are highly correlated and can be quite large. There is very little
scatter orthogonal to the lines of constant stability on the δΔH-
TδΔS plot. The scatter along the equistability line is
significantly larger however: for arc repressor in particular,
the scatter is large enough to render the sign of δΔH and TδΔS
uncertain. The scatter in the data for RNase transfer to urea is
quite small on the other hand, even though the scatter in the
data for creatine kinase in glycerol, also from heat capacity
measurements, is large. The average standard deviation along
the diagonal was 21 kJ/mol, compared with an average of error
of 0.32 kJ/mol perpendicular to the diagonal, corresponding to
uncertainty in the change in the unfolding free energy upon
transfer δΔG.

3.2.8. Statistical Significance Due to Fitting Uncertainty.
We apply the same procedure described in Section 3.2.1 to
evaluate the significance of the entropy-enthalpy compensation
here. In this case there are 23 data points in Figure 6 (these
proteins are also tabulated in Table 3), and the data themselves
have a sample standard deviation of about s ≈ 65 kJ/mol,
whereas the mean Monte Carlo standard deviation applied to
each data point is about σ ≈ 19 kJ/mol. Bootstrapping with the
same procedure described in section 3.2.2 rejects the
hypothesis that the scatter arises from the uncertainty in fitting
with a significance p = 5 × 10−5, see Figure 3B. The result in
Figure 6 thus also illustrates entropy-enthalpy compensation
rather than experimental error.

3.2.9. Statistical Significance Due to Model-to-Model
Variance of ΔCp(T). Different proteins in Figures 4, 5, and 6
have used different models for the temperature-dependence of
ΔCp, based on the availability of experimental data, and the
methods used in various laboratories. For 6 proteins, however,
data is available for all 3 temperature models described in
Section 2.1. The model-to-model standard deviation in the
rotated frame at the melting temperature for these proteins can

Figure 7. (A) Concentration-dependence of the heat capacity for several protein-cosolute systems. For RNase A in urea, hisactophilin in urea, and α-
lactalbumin in ethanol, error bars were determined from the Monte Carlo method described in Section 3.1. Error bars are not present for
acylphosphatase or barstar because the corresponding literature data were not available for application of the Monte Carlo method. The abscissa was
normalized by the maximal concentration of cosolute in the experiment, to facilitate comparison across proteins. (B) Nonmonotonic-dependence of
the unfolding heat capacity upon urea concentration is robust across models of the T-dependence of ΔCp. Heat capacity vs concentration for the T-
independent and linear T-dependent models of ΔCp is plotted for RNase A in urea.
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be found from Table 1 and is 0.016/(100 mg/mL) on average.
We thus found that entropy-enthalpy compensation is still
significant at the p < 1 × 10−7 level. The standard deviations
along the y = x line at lab temperature for these proteins are as
follows: arc repressor in KCl, 64.5 kJ/mol; creatine kinase in
glycerol, 32.2 kJ/mol; notch ankyrin in urea, 7.45 kJ/mol; α-
Lac in ethanol, 0.148 kJ/mol; hisactophilin in urea, 105.1 kJ/
mol; HPr in urea, 55.3 kJ/mol. These numbers are on average
about a factor of 2 larger than the fit uncertainty. We can
bootstrap from these 6 values to obtain a distribution of 66 =
46,656 different possible values of σ, which may be used as the
new null distribution. Because of the widely varying numbers
above, this distribution is quite broad at lab temperature.
Comparing this distribution to the one arising from boot-
strapping the experimental lab temperature data points, we find
that the significance drops to p = 0.085. Model-to-model
variance is a significant enough source of error to call entropy-
enthalpy into some question at lab temperature.
3.2.10. Statistical Significance Due to Lab-to-Lab

Variance. Assessing lab-to-lab variance for the transfer of
protein to cosolute is challenging because of a lack of
comparative data. One cosolute for which abundant data is
available from several laboratories for the same protein is
proton concentration or pH. However, pH is exceptional in
that it is an extremely effective cosolute on either a per molar or
per molar mass basis, for example even a 0.1 M solution of
[H+] with a pH of 1 is an extreme solution with significant
effects on protein stability. Nevertheless, we can compile values
from the published literature for the midpoint enthalpy of
unfolding and midpoint entropy of unfolding from various
laboratories at various pH values for a given protein, for which
we choose barnase. At least four different laboratories have
measured the enthalpy and entropy of unfolding of barnase at
more than one pH.52−56 The enthalpy of unfolding is plotted vs
pH in Figure 8A. From these data sets, a transfer enthalpy and
entropy per pH may be obtained from the slope of the
corresponding lines, see Figure 8B. We normalize these values
by the unfolding enthalpy and entropy at maximum pH, to
obtain δΔHf/(ΔHf

0·pH) and δΔSf/(ΔSf0·pH) for each lab,
analogous to the abscissa and ordinate in Figures 4 and 5. This
gives a standard deviation of 0.016 pH−1 between the above 4
laboratories. To compare directly with the analysis in Section

3.2.2, we consider the relative uncertainty; that is, the standard
deviation between the four laboratories divided by the mean
distance of the points from the origin along the y = x line: this
number is 0.107. By comparison, the relative uncertainties of
the protein/cosolute systems in section 3.2.2 ranged from 0.01
to 0.04. We then ask the question: if the protein/cosolute
systems used in the Monte Carlo analysis in Section 3.2.2 had
the same relative uncertainty as the barnase pH lab-to-lab data
has, what would the significance of entropy-enthalpy
compensation be? Using the same bootstrapping procedure
as in Section 3.2.9, we found no instances of the entropy-
enthalpy data in various cosolutes that could have been taken
from the null distribution in 107 trials. I.e. even though the lab-
to-lab error for pH is about a factor of 4 larger than the fitting
error for various cosolutes, if we take this error as representitive
for the null distribution, entropy-enthalpy compensation is still
significant at the p < 10−7 level.
Finally, we note that method-to-method error within the

same lab may be comparable to the error across different
laboratories. Figure 5 includes data for RNase A in methylurea,
ethylurea, and N,N′-dimethylurea, as measured both by
calorimetry and UV spectroscopy. The mean relative error
here is 0.08, as compared to about 0.1 above for the effects of
pH on barnase.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have observed and analyzed significant
entropy-enthalpy compensation across both diverse proteins
and diverse cosolute solutions, by performing a rigorous
thermodynamic analyis of calorimetric and spectroscopic data,
which included bootstrapping Monte Carlo error estimates and
a comparison across different models of the temperature-
dependence of the unfolding heat capacity. Uncertainties in
enthalpy and entropy, while much larger than the uncertainty in
free energetic stability, do not rule out significant entropy-
enthalpy compensation as a general phenomenon in protein
transfer. The accuracy of the temperature-dependence and
concentration-dependence of the unfolding heat capacity is not
important near the folding transition but is important if we are
interested for example in the stability at lab temperature.
Early results by Ben-Naim,71 Grunwald,72 Karplus,73 and

Lee74 have analyzed the invariable entropy-enthalpy compen-

Figure 8. (A) Enthalpy of unfolding vs pH for barnase, measured for four different laboratories.53−56 Each color corresponds to a different lab as
indicated in the legend, and linear regression slopes are shown for each. (B) Change in entropy and enthalpy of unfolding, plotted as in Figures 4 and
5. The relative scatter here is about a factor of 4 larger than the Monte Carlo generated scatter in those figures; however, bootstrapping analysis (see
text) shows that compensation is still significant with p < 10−7.
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sation that occurs during solvent reorganization around a solute
due to solvent−solvent interactions. In these theories, cavity
creation results in a singular solute−solvent potential and is
noncompensating, the limiting case being the free energy of
inserting a noninteracting, hard-sphere solute. This issue is
unlikely to be a factor in the transfer scheme wherein a solute
(protein) is transferred from pure buffer to solution containing
cosolute: volume is indeed lost to buffer and cosolute upon
transfer at constant pressure but is also gained to the pure
buffer system. A systematic analysis of entropy-enthalpy
compensation in protein transfer using density functional
theory to capture the effects of solvation is an interesting topic
for future work.75,76
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